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1. INTRODUCTION 

By lIaccessibility of states" we mean the following problem: 
Let S be a state space; q~ ~ l a distinguished state, called 
initial stat~; and Py a class?f processes. Next, we look 
for the set Z (q*) of a I L s t a t e s which are accessible from q* 

by an allowed processo 
But only a suitable simultaneous choice of S and P opens 

up the p~ssibility of proving ahything at alI. For the subse
quent pair the question above can be answered completely: 

Let S == Sn: = I q: q = (q 1, q 2, "0' qn) ,qi ~ O, 

I. q i = 1 , n finite 1, 

i.eo, the set of alI finite-dimensional probabi
lity vectors, 

and P s Pc '= ll q (t)]t ~o with 

(i) [q(t) ]t~O : = R+·~ t ~ q(t) ~ Sn 

(ii) q(t") ~ q (t'); 'lft',.t'" 

with O.:Ç t'.$ t" and ~ ~ Sn" aSn 

(Li-í ) Um q(t') = q(t"); 'Vt~t"·L 
t ~ t" 

i oe., the set of a I L continuous c -concave pro
cesses in the sense of UHLMANN, where the sign 

c . 
" .~ "symbolizes the partial order "more mixed 
than wí th -respect to the s tate C!~~ see /1,2/ , 

and also / 3/ . 
To illustrate the latter definition, we should stress that 

the solution of a master equation 

.(+) (d / dt)q ,::"f.e, , 

where. L is a stochastic generator fulfilling Lc =O (i.e.,
 
the, fixed point serves as a reference state), dões belong
 
to Pc which can be foupd in/li. taQL . 
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2. TRE	 RESULT 

In this note we will rnainly present the solution for n = 3. 
(The cases n = 1,2 are trivial). Using barycentric coordinates 
for a convenient geornetrical representation one recognizes the 
hatched sets in the following figures as the desired regions 
of accessibility. As they depend also on ~ we denote them more 
precisely by2( q*, c;.). In these examples the reference state 
should be fixed, hére , = (4/20, 6/20, 10/20). By varying the 
initial state q* one obtains a good impression of the appearing 
sets:	 ' 

( 14 5 1)
q*= "2õ' 2õ' 2õ 

c 

«u,O) ~ I I ~ (0.0.1) 
cr-oxls qJ-axis 

Fig,.l 

* (14 1 5) 
q = 20""' 2õ'2õ 

c 

(0,1.0) "'=\ 
q2-oxis 

Th~ general solution (n ~ 3) copsists in an iterative const
ruction procedure which generates2(q*, 'c) after a finite number 
of steps. By doing this one also obt~ins some interesting pro

Fig.2 

I I ..... 

. 

Fig.3 

*= (..L. li. .l-. 
,q 20' 20 ' 20 ) 

cf-

COlO) ",.......
 
cr,ollis 

*- (L ..!Q. ...2...) 
q.	 q - 20' 20' ·20 

c 

Ie:: ' \ :::::'\(0.0,1) 
q3-axis 

Fig.4 

perties of these sets, such as 

a ) .2 (q*. c) is a polyhedron. 

(3) Z(q*, c) is star-like with respect to c. 

y) Z( q t, c) is nonconvex, in ge~eral. 

3. THE IDEA OF THE PROOF 

We start with a rather physical model: One considers heat 
transfer between n numbered macroscopic bodies characterized 
by their heat capaci ties Ci > O, i = 1,2, ... n , By identifying','ir:	 these c1 with the components of a state one obtains a normali
zation which connects an arbitrary distribution of the avai
lable amount of heat among the n bodies with an element of $00.' 
Next one studies the set of states which are accessible by all· 
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see l 8/ .1 with x ~[O, 1] and	 l~k.< t ~n, . It is just this generapossible successions of	 heat transfer between pairs o~ 'bo
lized version °that opens up the possibility of answering thedies, where naturally heat is allowed to flow only from the 
question for the sets of accessibility in the case of differenthotter body to the codler one , '(The temperature of the i -th 
heat capacities. One has to take it - instead of the theorembody is jus t qi / C i ). 
of Hardy, Littlewóod and Polya'- as origin for the above-menQuite a good starting point for such consideration lies in 
tioned construction procedure, and what remains to be done isa theorem by Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya / 4/ , (Theorem 45) which 
straightfor.ward because	 lt run~ by analogy with/5/ . connects the partial order ~ "* 'with the above-mentionedli 

heat transfere But since it is a resuit on double stochastic 
matrices it is useful only in the case where the reference 

4. REMARKSstate is the equipartition or, in other words, when alI heat 
capacities are equal. Neverth~less - as is shown in/51 it ~ 

We want to stress again that Z(q*,c) is formed by alI ofcan be taken as origin	 for a construction procedure that leads 
these processes. For a single one, e.g., for a speci~equa-to the set of alI accessible heat distributions in this special 

.. tion (+) one may only say that no state out of Sn,Z(q*, c ) case. 
can belong to lts trajectory. But even this is a valuableOn the other hand, recently the following generalization 
piece of information, especially, in 'conne~tion,with the folof this ~heorem co~ld be proved: 
lowing remark. 

Although it seems that solutions of master equations are' 
T h e o r e m -:typical continuous c -concave processes, there are exampLe s 

of quite different non-linear evolution equations which 'alsoLet q', q , c r;; Sn' c ~ aSn ' 
show this property, as was worked out by Alberti and Crell/ 7/ . 

(I) t 1 ~t 2~ ••• ~ t n and ti' ~ t 2 ' >-. ••• >-.t n" Finally we want to mention that our considerations imply 
a stronger relation than" ?and 

Thus we define: 
(II) q' >- q. Let s", q, c C;; Sn' c r;J. aS n : 

c de!Then: there exists a stochastic mat r.í.x T, with q'= Tq and c=Tc Then q::>-> q*' ~> q ~ Z (cf, c ).
that can always be chosen as a finite produci of matrices of 

This relation should be a useful tool for investigating conthe type: 
tinuous ,dissipative motion. 
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U:bmKa X. ES-86-173 
KaKHe COCTO.!IHH.!I .!IBJl.!IIOTC.!I )J;OCTH:>KHMbiMH 
c noMO~hJO c-npo~eccoB? 

PaCCMaTpHBaeTC.!I ~aCTHa.!I np06JleMa AHHaMH~eCKHX CHCTeM, 
TaK Ha3biBaeMa.!I 11 p;OCTH:>KHMOCTh COCTO.!IHHH11

• flop; 3THM TepMHHOM 
Mbl TIOHHMaeM CJlep;yro~ee: .!IBJl.!IIOTC.!I JlH COCTO.!IHH.!I p;onyCTHMbiMH HJlH 
HeT C KaKOrO-TO $HKCHpOBaHHOro Ha~aJlbHOrO COCTO.!IHH.!I C TIOMO~h!O 
onpep;eneHHoro npo~ecca. B 3TOH pa6oTe H3y~ai0TC.!I MHo:>KeCTBa 
COCTO.!IHHH, p;OCTIDKHMb!X C TIOMO~h!O Henpepb!BHb!X c-npo~eCCOB. 0Ka-
3biBaeTC.!I, ~TO OHH npep;cTaBJl.!IIOT C060H HeBblllYKJThie OOJ1H3)J;pbl. 

Pa6oTa BbiTIOJlHeHa B IIa6opaTOPHH TeopeTH~ecKoil $H3HKH OHHH. 

Coo6meHHe 06'berurneHHOfO HHCTHTyra H]lepHblX HCC!Ie,llOBaHHH. lly6Ha 1986 

Zylka Ch. ES-86-173 
Which States are Accessible 
by Continuous c-Concave Processes? 

We consider a special question concerning dynamical 
systems called "accessibility of states". By this term we 
mean the problem whether or not states are attainable from 
a fixed initial state by a certain process. In this note the 
sets of states which are attainable by continuous c -processes 
are investigated. They turn out to be nonconvex polyhedra. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1986 


